POOR SPOSH!

Sophomores beware! Four hundred freshmen attended the last freshman rally; probably less than half that number of sophomores were at their last gathering. Add to this which adds up to the likelihood that the second year men will be royally trounced this Friday in the annual tussle. From present indications the sophomores will sink on Field Day, to use a polite choice of words.

The camp siren used to summon aid in case of fire or drowning, and originally valued at twenty-five dollars article of no mean noisemaking capacity disappeared. What a dismal contrast this year affords: interminable bread line. The camp siren used to summon aid in case of fire or drowning, and originally valued at twenty-five dollars article of no mean noisemaking capacity disappeared. What a dismal contrast this year affords: interminable bread line.

So the question is: What is the M.I.T. Camera Club lo-
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Night Edition: Harvey I. Kram, '42.

INSTITUTE BREAD LINE

In spite of unsubstantiated rumors of hab-

It seems quite possible that the Photograph-

The Hobby Shop has recently provided some facilities for photographers. There is, however, still need for an organization where the hobby fan can meet and exchange views. If a group like that should be formed, there would most probably arise the need for facility-
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